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v for irrigation. The mountains and the oases may be as far apart as the
snowyTi^igrTts of the Himalayas and the hot sunny delta of the Indus.
The whole of cultivated Egypt indeed, with its 14 million people, is a
greaL-nasis watered by the rams' tEat fall on the jnountains of Central
Africa. In such oases millet, corn, wheat, barley, grapes, andTmany^Uther
crogs and fruits are raised. 'Irehouses are gcnerafly~made ot sun-dried
£ncks callccl adobe. Sometimes, where there are trees enough, the houses
have wooden Trames, but in the oases of the driest deserts such as eastern
Persia even the roofs are made of adobe bricks forming the kind of small
domes seen near Aleppo. In books we hear much of the beauty of the oasis
of Damascus, for example, but generally the descriptions are exagger-
ated. Nevertheless, when a traveler on a camel, the ship of the desert,
comes to an oasis where he can rest and supply his needs, it seems very
beautiful to him just as any port seems a haven of rest to a storm-tossed
mariner.
Palm Oases. In the smaller oases of the driest, hottest deserts, such as
those of Arabia and northern Africa, palmjrees are the main kind of
vegetation. We are likely to think that this kind of oasis is typical, but
really it is comparatively unimportant. Such oases are located where
little springs bubble out of the earth or in depressions where the ground
is slightly moisTand wells ^can be dug. The palms "are often planted in
pits 5 or 6 feet deep where the soil is moist. At much greater depths
water can be obtained in wells. It is raised by hand or by camels drawing
buckets at the ends of long ropes and is conducted with great care to the
pits where it waters the trees.
The True Desert People
The Nomadic Mode of Life. Ojitside the oases the only thing upon
which desert people can rclyjor a living is animals. Sheep, goats, donkeys,
and especially camels can live on the scanty vegetation of! almost all
deserts, but they must constandy be kept moving tfom one pasturage to
another. Hence the desertpebple jire nomaciic. Their juccess depends
upon their ability to find for their flocks sufficient vegetation and water.
Accordingly, it is not surprising that when one meets a Beduin Arab in
the Syrian Desert, for example, he at once asks, "Has rain fallen any-
where?" If the traveler reports showers along his route, the Arab hastens
back to camp, announces the good news to his family and gives orders to
prepare to move. Next morning the tents are taken down, the household
goods are gathered up and, with the children, are put on the backs of
camels. In an hour, the trampled ground and the blackened stones
where the fire of camel dung has gone out are the only signs of the
encampment.

